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A letter to the reader 

 

 

Right now summer is slowing crawling over the skies of my city and the earth is 

turning into the color of a tired sunset tonight, while I lay down on my bed, 

turned to the left side, typing my 1 AM thoughts and doing the finest I can to 

shape my dreams into a blossoming reality.  

 

 

Putting together the issue 01 of my heart-iest Maythorn Mag truly felt like 

touching the stars. Like the fingers of my outstreched hand caressed the stardust 

and I collected their radiance back home with me.  

 

 

In that radiance, I found many twinkling souls whose shine I sprinkled over the 

pages of this mag.  

In this moment you hold in your hands so many precious words and visuals of 

so many creative, beautiful and inspiring people from all over the world. Here 

in these pages are present their desires, fears, hopes and dreams in the name of 

love, beauty, nature and art.  

 

 

So let's dwell in all these sensational stories that are like the wind of May; softly 

warm and serenely wondrous, and like the plant of Maythorn; mildly fragrant 

and sharply cutting. And never forget to always hold your dreams close to your 

hearts!  

 

 

Wishing you strength and love, 

Azaina, from Maythorn. 



 
 

Wonderful creatives of our issue 01!  
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1 Chris Mardiroussian Within The Dust Poetry  4 

2 Selina Farzaei Collage Art 5 

3 Lily Grimes  Dreamers Photography  6, 7 

4 Holly Lofgreen  Fabrication Poem 8, 9 

5 Anita Lasek Mysza Art 10 

6 Grace Sampson My Delusional Thoughts Dream.. Poetry  11 

7 Manjusha Hari  The Loveless  Poetry  12 
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9 Cindy Vasquez  Aloofness and Virtues [and more] Art 14, 15 
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28 Yuu Ikeda Cracked World Poetry  36 
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30 Shkurte Ramushi  Nature And Me Art 38, 39 

31 Jannah Lozano  Suadade Poetry  40 

32 Self Saboteur  Illustration  Art 41 

33 anan الشمس  صباح  Poetry  42 

34 anan Image Photography  43 

34 Irina Novikova  Angel Sheet [and more]  Art 44, 45 

35 Dominika Jezewska A Year Of Dreaming  Art 46, 47 

35 John Falchi  Ollie Cools Off  Art 48 

36 Tazzsnap  Mural Image Photography  49 

 



 

  

 

Within The Dust 
Chris Mardiroussian | 23, Glendale,  California  

 

 

1 

Crack of dawn sips saturated supper 

Dusk praises, “Good, know your place.” 

Kneeled at the table with on the plate– 

 

2 

Dusk inhaled a whiskey on rye 

with prowess, prowled at 

Crack of dawn while 

whimpering in a coffin bed 

wrapped in an 

ashy, acidic fleece cavity 

to cradle those– 

 

3 

Prance along the patchy path– 

Bring a barrel bottle of– 

Howl hunched– 

Godzilla gulp– 

Shiver Shoulder– 

Frostbite white– 

came that midsummer night. 
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Art collages  
Selina Farzaei | 18, Canada 
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Dreamers 
Lily Grimes | 18, UK 
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Fabrication 
Holly Lofgreen | 43, Maize, Kansas 

 

 

I think these things are thoughts 

I think these things are thoughts 

 

They are not 

 

They are disembodied concepts 

They are blasts of buoyancy 

Thrusting upwards the belly of an airplane 

 

Which is just a tube of aluminum slicing the clouds 

 

This flight is not my own 

 

Isn’t it said that everything exists in the Mind of God 

That we are only a dream of turbulence 
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We are the stuff of metaphor 

Tethered tenuously to the material world 

 

Those green squares below us 

As manicured and square as me 

 

Which is how I think of Creation 

Which is how I think of Doubt 

 

Which brings me back 

 

We think these things are thoughts 

We think these things are thoughts 

 

They are not 
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Anita Lasek | 19, Toronto, Canada 

 

In this work, I depicted one of the stuffed animals which I have slept 

with since I was young. "Mysza", helps me sleep and tags along in my 

subconscious so I am never dreaming alone. 
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Mysza 



 

 

My delusional thoughts dream of you 
Grace Sampson | 22  South of Ireland 

 

  

At night, you are there. 

  

On the mornings in which I coexist with dawn, 

  

You are there too. 

  

And that period of seven days after which, you shot me down 

  

It felt like you were also with me - 

  

Hovering at our chat head at 5:00pm, as I knew you existed 

  

Just as when I did on that afternoon. 

  

  

I am not sick of seeing you in my dreams or upon waking, 

  

But I am sick of all this unknowability. 

  

I am sick of waiting within all my delusion 

  

And I am sick of wondering if you are laughing at me 

  

Or also cohabiting in delusion and dream-states of love and longing.  
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These walls, 

These walls of hesitation.. 

These walls of hesitation squeezing me! 

and I am, I am the vulnerable wasteland 

in your back yard; there blooming a habitat, which you could 

never seen ! 

The mesh of time, the halt of flow, 

the embers of gone time, the glacial cruelty..The assets of 

your soul dripping to me, from aloft. The dawn of my love, 

opens the eyes towards you.  

The sleepiness of my darkness shattering over your 

ignorance. My nightmares are sticking to your painful 

absence ! 

We are, the ironical verses in unknown languages! Who is the 

blind, stoic delusion here, who is the fuddled ripple here? My 

flairs are silent, for a while and you are here ! The urge to 

survive, is taming me. So I am a drift wood ! 

The life long hibernation, the tainted excitements, the 

curiosity of age..  

Relish it and erase those indelible peep ! Time could flow, 

without us and 

some moments may freeze within us... 

Like the salt in the ocean, your habitat ! 

 

The Loveless 
Manjusha Hari | 33, Kerala, India 
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 Simran Kaur | 19, Punjab, India 

Were you ever asleep and then suddenly you feel like you are falling? And then you wake up 

panicked. I did get inspired from this experience I had, I felt like I was falling while sleeping, It felt like 

my body was trying to detach itself from reality to enter into a dream. That sensation of falling yet 

also levitating, makes you feel like you are in between dreams and reality or reality and dreams. To 

showcase this sensation, I created these abstract still life images as part of my project 

" Between Dreams and Reality " in which I captured the movement of specific subjects while I made 

them levitate. 

Dreams and reality are deeply connected between each other. You dream about something you want 

and you try to work towards it in your life. Sometimes the best ideas also come from dreams and 

visions. Even if dreams seems ideal to live in, you must not forget to come back to reality otherwise 

you might lose yourself and the harmony created between dreams and reality. 
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Thank you  
Cindy Vasquez | 26, NYC, USA 
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Aloofnes and Virtues 
Cindy Vasquez | 26, NYC, USA   

15 



    I see her in my dreams Ruchi Acharya | 25, India 

Those flowers at my mother’s  

burial have all died, 

long before I realized 

that I was wearing a mask 

to keep up with 

the world’s lies. 

I thought I heard a horse whicker 

deep inside my bones. 

I painted a portrait of 

my mother. Now a woman of my dream. 

She asks me, 

Where do you belong? 

Who do you want to be? 

Are you burning snow? 

or are you cooling fire? 

Are you a flying dolphin? 

or are you a swimming lion? 

I was audacious to 

run away from home. 

I left everything behind  

to fulfill my dreams and soul. 

I set myself free 

and uncaged the thoughts I held, 

for I was just a floating lily 

in a green pond of this big world. 

The sky dazzles like golden sand 

I fill my life with rainbow colors. 

I never knew who my mother was 

but now I know what it feels like to be one. 

I was a lonesome dame, 

Afraid to take 

the first step to  

independence 

and strength. 

But here I am,  

Rocking on a chair in my late seventies, 

Sipping a cup of tea, enjoying 

the evening. 

Look how far I’ve travelled, 

Look at what I’ve become. 

Dreamers, I can tell you now 

Dreams do come true. 

Lovers, I can tell you now 

True love can be found. 

Live like a winner 

Die with a flicker. 
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Inner Cavern 
John Boudreau | 52, Los Angeles, California 
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       Hhhhh 

My deepest fear is that the world will 

end on a Wednesday 
Areesha Fatima | 15, Lahore, Pakistan 

 

My deepest fear is that the world will end on a Wednesday, 

That our hands will never find 

another weekend, that the start of another 

work week will be all that remains, that 

our last breath will feel like waking up early 

 

I don’t welcome that alarm tone in my head for an eternity 

 

It is a Sunday morning, and my bed 

becomes a beach towel, the sun streaming through blinds, your lungs become a seashell, the 

sound of you breathing, like ocean waves 

 

I want this to be 

the last thing i remember,  

the swell, the crash, the call of the sea 

 

the crest of loving each other at our own leisure 
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Cosmic Earth 
John Boudreau | 52, Los Angeles, California  
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Misty Dreams 
Senyah Izhar |  

 

She learned to skip these gleaming meteors, 

Wandering around this lane, wild and free, 

She found a distant land, a course of the milky way, 

Which turned swiftly into a love maze. 

 

Surrounded by a bunch of hued puffs, 

Abyss took up a role of stained dust,  

Ringed up in a set of complete brackets, 

The planets failed to stay in their orbit. 

 

Busy in giving her access to elope, 

The universe for once turned into a misty dream, 

The constellations paved her way, 

Trapping her once again in a faraway matrix. 

 

Her conscious mind found inner peace, 

Because her heart was caged by unrequited love, 

The flame of desire fell in her vivid imagination, 

As there lies her solace and temporary escape. 
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Exoskeleton 
Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad | 43, Sydney, Australia  

       Ruby Laden                            Reveries in Aqua                     Boughs and Starlight  



        23 

Stardust Dreams 
Claire Kroening | 16, WI, USA 

 

Summer pondered 

in everlasting hands 

clasped to roses 

watching comets fly 

while daydreaming 

of Paris 

on stardust nights 
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Thee 
Iqra Shah | 22, Lahore,  

 

I want a dream comes to me 

All I want to forget; thee 

But with the shut-eye 

I see afresh; thee 

 

I want a dream comes to me 

With gloomy bliss in thee 

But with the glaring eye 

Thee see the old me. 

 

I want a dream comes to me 

To remember what was me 

And with the barring eyes 

I see dream comes to me. 

 



 

Morpheus 
Olivia Nicholls Bates | 25, South East England 

Morpheus was the Greek god of Dreams, often depicted with poppies 

which contains the substance opium, aiding our transport to the realm 

of the subconscious. 
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 Jenya Stashkov | 28, Russian Federation 
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Jenya Stashkov | 28, Russian Federation 

 

Jenya Stashkov | 28, Russian Federation  

 

i heard the call 

 

obsessive words 

oh poor little beardy man 

your understanding of big things is so vague 

like difference between 

mushroom cap and squeezed lemon 

 

i heard invisible movements in the air 

 

To Whom It May Concern 
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Tyler Walter | 23, UK 

hold me hold me hold me and i keep having dreams 

about a house i don’t live in anymore and i learnt that bad dreams know 

your name i always run to the back door first and there you are with a 

knife or a gun and i am scared run to the front door and its locked i take 

too long to put my shoes on and you chase me up the stairs instead into 

bedrooms with no beds to hide under and no windows to throw myself 

from and sometimes i know it’s a dream sometimes i know i know i 

know it’s a dream and still i hide behind doors and one time i think i 

hid in the bathtub where you found me holding my breath and there 

was nowhere else to go from there and i woke shaking and still not 

breathing i woke next to you your back turned away thank fuck so i can 

hold onto you like you’re someone else for now just don’t turn to look 

at me don’t please i wouldn’t be able to handle it stay asleep keep your 

breath steady for now love love love that’s who you are not my 

nightmare not the house i used to live in here i am with you in this new 

house and its perfect aren’t we perfect love isn’t our love perfect don’t 

ask me why i think of you trying to kill me don’t don’t don’t just let me 

hold onto your back for now let me wrap my legs up with yours hold 

my sweaty hands as you wake but no no no go back to sleep please i 

think you were dreaming of something good you can sleep. i’m fine. i 

promise i’m fine. i have you here and what more could i need. sleep. 

i’ll sleep too eventually i just need. i just need to stay awake a moment 

on my own get rid of the nightmare and get rid of the you from my 

mind remind myself that it’s you that’s here now not him not him not 

him you you him or you? this house or that? the walls without windows 

or the one i can see the moon through now? is it all the same? is it all 

the same really? maybe it’s just all the same. and the nightmares are 

waking. and you’ve always known my name 

  



 

 

Jenya Stashkov | 28, Russian Federation  
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I lay down on my bed to reveal 

My moon and stars for which i have written about in rain 

Their names I've knotted on my wrist, 

In a midnight shadow, like 

Deserted poem 

There Romantic misery on a 

Full moon night 

Bring me into rush 

That lies in divine 

I've names to listen 

Pieces to crumble 

A story to deliver 

"May this night find peace" 

I won't utter it again 

Cause it's a time for 

Cosmos to fall 

Big bang to stutter 

It's a time of rebellion 

For lovers 

Who stay awake till 5 

Evolution is falling into an 

apocalypse 

And, And 

"Things are getting on my nerves!" 

The young ones are slumbering 

Into their poetic lines 

Holding their messy hairs 

And chaotic metaphors 

Hands in promises 

Glazing throughout the night 

Like a candle flickering 

In harmony on the lips 

Of a stabber and lovers too 

but soon it'll melt into 

liquor slowly and heavenly 

Like a poor dead body. 
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STUCK 
Laiba Shafeeq | 17, Lahore, Pakistan 
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 L I F E 

Laiba Shafeeq | 17, Lahore, Pakistan 
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Zoha 

Laiba Shafeeq | 17, Lahore, Pakistan  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Regeneration 
Seigar | Tenerife, Spain 

 

This photo-narrative explores the concept of transformation and it continues the performance 

art tradition of showing a person cutting his hair. About the protagonist: Kirian Rodríguez is a 

trans man with straight sexual orientation, and he is also a hairdresser. He lives happily with 

Amy, his girlfriend in a little countryside house in Tenerife, Spain. Regeneration tries to 

convey the idea of a new beginning. This is the first time that the director uses a phone to do 

photos and video, feeling free from the restrictions of a camera, so there is a technological 

analogy too in this work. He is also interested in continuing with old traditions in video art 

and performance art, as a way to show some respect to the previous artists who have done 

this before and to create new storylines. We can see the before and after the haircut, and the 

changes involved. The message once more like in his last social and documentary works is 

inclusive: "I cut my hair, you cut your hair". A new start is possible. 
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Cracked World 
Yuu Ikeda | Japan  

 

 

 

Poison drains from 

the cracked world 

 

Only sapless souls 

are wandering 

 

Only useless arrogance 

is screaming 

 

Only sigh of disappointment 

is walking 

 

And, 

I'm also breathing 

with them… 
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undead euphorias 

Michelle Ramalingam | 15, New Jersey, USA 

 

 

 

Sharp flesh feels soft 
when the light hits it, 

cuts your hope off. 

along the old river, 

there are nymphs made 

from tears and silver. 

the sandchildren remain 

innocent and silent, 

perpetually tame. 

secrets never told, 

their tongues hide 

flames of pure gold. 

born anew when your 

eyes meet with theirs, 

they renew lost cares. 

sour graves aren’t real 

for in your dreams, 

there’s nothing to feel. 
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Nature and Me 
Shkurte Ramushi | 29, Pristina, Kosovo 
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Saudade 
Jannah Lozano | 16, Phillipines 

 

Like a music box, her heart reopens 

The storm inside now passes. 

The afternoon whispers a nostalgic memory, 

As the wind blows, it brings another story. 

A flower now looks upon the sky, 

The sun’s rays fill her smile. 

Opened windows, the joy imbues her soul. 

She sighs, fulfilled… 

“I am now home.” 

  



Illustration 
Naheen AKA Self Saboteur | 23, Ontario, Canada 
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I dream of you  

the same way I dream about  

my favorite Arabic poem 

thinking of the lines  

unexpectedly  

like lyrics of a song  

that you cannot forget  

and is always  

stuck in your head  

 

I remember devouring 

the book of poetry  

you brought to share with me  

over breakfast of  

faruiz and um kalthoom  

you would sing along  

as you prepared  

the coffee and bread 

labnah with zattar  

drizzled in olive oil 

you take your  

qahwa with honey  

I wanted to tell you how  

even though I was  

reading poetry  

nothing in that book 

or any other could  

describe the poem 

brewing inside of me  

thick like the honey  

dissolving into your 

coffee cup 

 

I remember once telling you 

that I read about sunflowers  

and how they turn to each 

other  

in absence of the sun  

now that you are gone  

I don't know where to turn  

 

I find myself instead  

writing poetry about you  

similarly to how my  

ancestors wrote about  

the divine sun  

unlike them I struggle  

to find the words  

during this eclipse  

of your absence  

unlike Nizar  

I am not satisfied  

with licking honey 

off the walls of my  

memory 

I’ll finish my tea  

and complete  

this poem 

and force  

myself to sleep  

in hopes  

I find you  

in my dreams  

again  

I promise  

this time 

I’ll recite  

to you  

all poetry  

that gets  

lost in translation  

in this realm 
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  Angel Sheet 
Irina Novikova |  

 

My attitude to my own texts is not even multi-layered like a cake, but it is a 

complete rejection, rejection, unwillingness to read again ... Only burn one thing on 

the basis of irrelevance and mediocrity, as Nikolai Vasilyevich did not want to 

publicly pass judgment on himself by the public and critics .. The test and the image 

are always separate for me: the image is labor, and the text is trifle and nonsense, a 

kind of toy like a spinning top walking around the world until the end, until it falls 

on its one leg, he is the tin soldiers, the last of a dozen successful ones. .. only the 

last one is disabled, with a gun and without a leg ... Unfortunately, the truth is sad, 

soda and ruined his own stupidity and devotion, devotion to love ... 
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                 The Monster 
      Irina Novikova |  



 

 

A Year In 

Dreaming 
Dominika Jezewska | 28, Warsaw, Poland  
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Ollie Cools Off 

John Falchi | 52, Los Angeles, California 
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Mural Art by Naveen Shakil | Brooklyn, NY 

Photograph by Tahseen Wiqar AKA Tazzsnap | 23, NY 
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Till we meet again, 

Good bye! 



 


